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The Strange Murder of
King Thiri-thu-dhamma
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JVlanrique gives no account of what happened in Mrauk-u after
his departure. The sources for this chapter are some Arakanese
palm-leaf manuscripts, the contents of which were translated for
the author and explained to him in 1924 by Mr. San Shwe Bu of
Akyab, in whose possession they were. Strange though the story
is they tell, it will be found to fit with remarkable exactitude into
the narrative already constructed from the Travels,
Let us take a look at King Thiri-thu-dhamma's position after
the coronation. In the world of reality he was strongly placed
from the defensive point of view. The homeland of Arakan was in
little danger from Burma or the Mughal. The approach to it through
mountains, jungles, and over rivers was too difficult for either at
that date, in face of the resistance which its navy and army of
mercenaries could offer. The province of Chittagong was more
open to attack, but the strong fleet stationed there, the number of
rivers which it dominated, and the superior arms of the Portu-
guese., were adequate for its defence. From the offensive point of
view, however, Arakan was in no position to do more than make
naval raids on Bengal and Burma. It was without allies on the
failure of the negotiations with Goa. A realist policy would have
been the steady development of the rice trade, the maintenance of
the fleet at full strength, and an administration which contented
the people.
But Thiri-thu-dhamma had abandoned the normal for the
abnormal. First he had fallen under the influence of a Buddhistic
myth and saw himself as a potential world conqueror and saviour.
Floundering deeper into the subliminal mire, he had proceeded to
supply himself, in default of real means, with superreal accoutre-
ments for bis fantastic projects. The elixir made him strong
enough to do what otherwise was impossible. His coronation had
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